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This presentation has been prepared by Augmentum Fintech Management Limited (“Augmentum”), which is 

authorised and regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority, for information and discussion 

purposes only and should not be considered to be an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell shares in the 

capital of Augmentum Fintech plc (the “Company”). In particular, this document does not constitute an offer to 

sell, or the solicitation of an offer to acquire or subscribe for shares in the capital of the Company in any 

jurisdiction where to do so would be unlawful. The information in this presentation has not been fully verified and 

is subject to material revision and further amendment without notice.

This presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with section 21 of the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000. As such this document is being made available only to and is directed only at: (a) 

persons outside the United Kingdom; (b) persons having professional experience in matters relating to 

investments falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 

2005 (the "Order"); or (c) high net worth bodies corporate, unincorporated associations and partnerships and 

trustees of high value trusts as described in Article 49(2) (A) to (C) of the Order, and other persons to whom it may 

otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being referred to as "relevant persons"). Any 

failure to comply with these restrictions constitutes a violation of the laws of the United Kingdom. The 

distribution of this presentation in or to persons subject to the laws of other jurisdictions may be restricted by law 

and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such 

restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant 

jurisdiction.

This presentation does not constitute or form any part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation or 

other solicitation or recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any securities. No reliance may be placed for 

any purpose whatsoever on the information, representations or opinions contained in this document, and no 

liability is accepted for any such information, representations or opinions. This document does not constitute 

either advice or a recommendation regarding any securities. Any persons who is any doubt about the subject 

matter of this presentation should consult a duly authorised person.

None of the Company, Augmentum or any other persons makes any guarantee, representation or warranty, 

express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information and opinions contained in this 

document, and none of the Company, Augmentum or any other person accepts any responsibility or liability 

whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in 

connection therewith.

In preparing this presentation, Augmentum has relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the 

accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources or which was otherwise reviewed by 

Augmentum. The information presented in this document may be based upon the subjective views of 

Augmentum or upon third party sources subjectively selected by Augmentum. Augmentum believes that such 

third party sources are reliable, however no assurances can be made in this regard.

Neither this presentation nor its contents may be distributed, published or reproduced, in whole or in part, by you 

or any other person for any purpose. In particular, neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be: (i) taken or 

transmitted into the United States of America; (ii) distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States of 

America or to any US person (within the meaning of regulations made under the Securities Act 1933, as 

amended); (iii) subject to certain exceptions, taken or transmitted into Canada, Australia, New Zealand or the 

Republic of South Africa or to any 

resident thereof; or (iv) taken or transmitted into or distributed in Japan or to any 

resident thereof. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation 

of the securities laws or the laws of any such jurisdiction. The distribution of this 

document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and the persons into whose 

possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, 

any such restrictions.

The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise. An 

investor may not get the amount of money he/she invests. Past performance is 

not a guide to future performance.

By accepting this document or by attending any presentation to which this 

document relates you will be taken to have represented, warranted and 

undertaken that: (i) you are a relevant person; (ii) you have read and 

agree to comply with the contents of this disclaimer; and (iii) you will 

treat and safeguard as strictly private and confidential all the 

information contained herein and take all reasonable steps to 

preserve such confidentiality.

DISCLAIMER
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Tim Levene
CEO, Augmentum Fintech
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FINTECH IS TRANSFORMING THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL SERVICES LANDSCAPE

Asset & wealth 
management

Banking services

Insurtech

Crypto/
blockchain

Rails & 
infrastructure
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Source: McKinsey Global Banking Annual Review 2018; McKinsey Beyond Banking 2019; McKinsey 2019 Global 
Insurance

Source: Innovate Finance 2019 FinTech Landscape

INVESTMENT IN THE SECTOR IS RISING, DRIVEN BY A HUGE MARKET OPPORTUNITY 
AND AN INCREASING NUMBER OF LARGE EXITS

European investment has increased 57% 
YoY since 2016

… and resulting in $83bn of 
European exits since 2013

… targeting a vast market 
opportunity
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1. Indexed to 2007; 2. Net asset value (NAV) = AUM less dry powder. Total market cap. Covers companies listed globally. 
Source: Preqin Global Venture Capital Perspectives 2019;  World Bank Dataset 

VENTURE INVESTMENT CONTINUES TO OUTPERFORM PUBLIC MARKETS

The value of venture backed 

companies has grown 4x since 

2007, outpacing public market 
equities1
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AND YET THE EXPECTED UPSIDE IN FINTECH IS YET TO COME…

The  Incumbents’ ‘banking’ apps still own >85% of 
UK market share

But momentum is shifting as fintechs have fragmented 
the bank-customer relationship irrevocably

Fintech adoption from 2015-19 (%)

Source: Financial Times |Fintech-users-just-can-t-get-enough-of-traditional-banks (Jan 2020); Source: EY Global FinTech Adoption Index 2019

Unduplicated Monthly Unique Users of 

Competitor ‘Banking’ Apps (%), Sept 2019
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Past…

Present…

Time to 
liquidity

Public 
Return

IPO value  
($Bn)

Current value  
($Bn)
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2387x

547x

40x

6.7x

0.7x

2.9x

$0.4

$0.3

$0.7

$81.2

$82.4

$8.3

$955

$164

$28

$545

$56

$24

The trend is towards the bulk of a company’s value being 
generated prior to public exit…

… and many of the most valuable fintechs are 
never reaching the public markets at all 

$2.2bn

$4.0bn

$22bn

$5.3bn

Private 
valuation2018 – 2019 acquisitions

$7.1bn

$908m

$3.2bn

BUT INCREASINGLY THIS VALUE CAN ONLY BE ACCESSED IN THE PRIVATE MARKETS

Source: Yahoo finance



AUGMENTUM’S LISTED STRUCTURE UNLOCKS ACCESS 
TO HIGH-GROWTH, UNQUOTED FINTECH COMPANIES



OUR EXPERIENCED MANAGEMENT TEAM ARE EX-OPERATORS WITH DEEP 
SECTOR EXPERTISE
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Management team

Advisory board

flutter.com

Edward Wray Phillip Riese Josh Hannah Bronek Masojada
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PATIENT CAPITAL ALLOWS US TO CAPITALISE ON OPPORTUNITIES ACROSS GROWTH STAGES

Rails & 
infrastructure

Banking services

Intellis
Asset & wealth 

management

Primary and secondary investmentKey

Early growth Later growth*
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WE SEEK OUT EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES BEFORE THEIR INFLECTION POINT

+212% +167% +87%+159%+158%

+10% +9% +5%+8%+8%Monthly 
growth

2019 
Revenue 
growth 
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OUR REACH AND FOCUS GIVES US PHENOMENAL ACCESS TO MUCH OF EUROPE’S FINTECH 
DEALFLOW…HOWEVER OUR CRITERIA REMAINS STRINGENT

We’ve screened…

1500 European Fintech 

deals

European fintech deals seen and invested in by Augmentum 
2018-19, #

1,500

offered Term Sheets to…

0.7% of the deals that we’ve 

screened

And secured investment in…

100% of the opportunities where we 

have offered a Term Sheet
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When we do offer Term 
Sheets, we are often 
the preferred investor

916

1,500

Total European 

VC Fintech 

Deals completed 

in 2018-191

Source: Innovate Finance 2019 FinTech Investment Landscape Report (1): 2018-2019 European Fintech Deal Count (excl. Pre VC deals) 
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Min. Max.
1 Banking services 15 20
2 Insurtech 10 20
3 Banking services 10 20
4 Banking services 10 15
5 Payments / Loyalty 10 15
6 Reg tech 8 15
7 Banking services 8 15
8 Payments 5 10
9 Claims management 5 5
10 Payments 4 6
Total near-term new opportunities 70 141
Near-term follow-on opportunities 12 30
Total 82 171
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WE NOW HAVE A LIVE PIPELINE OF OVER £800M, WITH ~£170M OF NEAR TERM 
OPPORTUNITIES 

We have built a near-term pipeline of >£170m

3

New investment 
opportunities
Near term follow-on 
opportunities

Min. value Max. value

£15.6m 
current cash1

1. As of end of Jan 2020



@AugmentumF
Augmentum Fintech

Thank you


